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ABSTRACT:
3D facial images are reconstructed from 2D portraits using regression trees
for facial landmark alignment and 3D morphable models. Two generic regression trees were adopted, one being based on the widely used 68-landmark
structure, and the other based on a 74-landmark structure. The FaceWarehouse dataset was used to create a novel 74-landmark regression tree
and during the system’s evaluation. The accuracy of the models generated
was computed through the Root Mean Square, 75th Percentile and Arithmetic
Mean comparison metrics. Two different datasets of 2D images were reconstructed. The evaluation results demonstrate that a higher level of accuracy
and precision was attained from the models reconstructed using 68-landmark
regression tree when compared to the 74 developed here. The accuracy produced by the 68-landmark regression tree applied to two sets was 85 % and
90 % as opposed to the 82 % and 83 % produced by the 74-landmark regression tree on the same model subsets; thus justifying its wide adoption.
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Introduction
Facial Reconstruction is a vast area and even though it is researched extensively,
there is much scope for improvement. Facial Reconstruction is being used in
Facial Rehabilitation after extensive face traumas,1 and Facial Recognition in forensic investigations.2 Moreover, it has other applications that may be of benefit to our society, namely, in locating missing people, where it could be useful to
have 3D facial models to complement the available material to base their
 E-mail: joseph.g.vella@um.edu.mt
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searching on. In academia and industry various approaches have been put forward in order to achieve the best results possible to meet these domain requirements; these approaches’ main function is to compare an input portrait image
that is in a 2D format to a set of 3D models and find a 3D model that is the better
fit.3 The production of a specific 3D model is generated by a set of algorithms
that are applied to the input image. These ensure that the specific 3D model
produced is devoid of any occultation (e.g. specs), disguise (e.g. beard), skin texture and facial expressions.
As described by Blanz and Vetter,4 “Reconstructing the true 3D shape and
texture of a face from a single image is an ill-posed problem.” Consequently,
this problem does not have a specific solution as it relies heavily on the input
data provided. Nonetheless, the inclusion of datasets that contain images annotated with appropriate landmarks is beneficial for the best results to be extracted through the models generated. Furthermore, reconstruction of faces
from images is currently considered to be a computationally heavy procedure.
Finally, setting up and testing of the various available algorithms is required
when accepting a wide array of input 2D images. Consequently, it is expected
training dataset choice does affect the performance and results generated by
the same algorithms.5

Aims & Objectives
The aim of this application is to address the computation of facial reconstruction
and provide a platform that generates and evaluates a 3D model from a single
2D input image. To undertake reconstruction the system has to create regression trees fitting features extracted from the landmarks found within the 2D
input image. The texture from the facial image is also extracted for its later application on the produced 3D model. To achieve a good regression, various datasets that contain portrait images and their annotated landmarks need to be
available.
Moreover, the developed system needs an efficient and an effective approach to reconstruct a 3D model from an input 2D image of a human face. An
important part of the system is to ensure tests are administered using various
unit test suites during its development, and during its use any 3D model created
from the 2D image is evaluated using 2D and 3D model comparison techniques.

Background & Related Work
Landmark Alignment
A crucial part of most facial reconstruction projects is the ability to identify and
locate key human facial landmarks in a portrait image (see Figure 1). In most
cases, having too many landmarks requires inordinate overall execution time
for extracting them, however, having few landmarks might make the overall accuracy or quality of data yield subpar results.6 Therefore, consideration must be
undertaken with regards to the number of landmarks chosen to ensure that the
best results possible are extracted.
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Figure 1: Results of Landmark Alignment.7

To capture the information shown in Table 1, regression trees, as proposed
by Kazemi and Sullivan,8 are applied to efficiently estimate the location of these
facial landmarks. The regression tree takes the training set consisting of the images and their landmark positions to regress a model based on a set of hyperparameters to be able to align the same landmark collection to the input image.
Table 1 describes these hyper-parameters; to produce an acceptable regression
tree one must balance speed, accuracy and model size and this is done through
these parameters.
Active Shape Models9 are often used instead of regression trees for the alignment of facial landmarks.
3D Model Generation
Throughout the various methods quoted in the literature, facial reconstruction
projects make use of a number of 2D portrait images rather than a single image,
hence making them even more computationally expensive processes for reconstructing a 3D model.10; 11
3D morphable models as proposed by Blanz and Vetter,4 make use of facial
landmarks identifiable on a 2D image and to then have them applied to a reference 3D model based on a morphable model. A 3D morphable model is a database of 3D surfaces, where each vertex within a model corresponds to the same
vertex of all the other surfaces within the database. While the morphable model
can be a database of any structure, i.e. not only human faces, it is generally
aimed towards the morphing of 3D human faces. With this approach, each morphable model (i.e. Surrey Face Model12 and Basel Face Model13) makes use of
Principle Component Analysis to learn from the database of 3D surfaces that
the morphable models are based on.
For the deformations to be applied to the respective morphable model a
mapping from the landmarks to their corresponding vertex in the reference 3D
model is required.12
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Table 1: Hyper-parameter Descriptions for Regression Trees8
Hyper-Parameter Name
Tree Depth

Hyper-Parameter Description
The total depth of the trees in each cascade.

Regularisation

By how much the algorithm will generalise on the training data.

Cascade Depth

The number of cascades that the model will be train
with.

Feature Pool Size

The number of pixels that are used to generate features for the random trees.

Test Split Amount

The number of times that the training set is used during
training.

Oversampling Amount

The amount of times the training data is augmented
when training the regression tree.

Oversampling Translation Jitter

The amount of augmentation that is applied to the
images in the dataset.

Other approaches that are attributed for model generation are Shape from
Shading (SFS)14 and the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).15
Existing Systems
A number of existing projects tackle facial reconstruction from 2D imagery. Currently, these systems heavily rely on the inclusion of a number of input images
from different angles, which in most cases is difficult to have. Moreover, many
rely on landmark alignment by using regression trees with the 68 landmark
structure,12; 16; 17 meaning results are limited in showing the effects that the set
of landmarks generated has on the overall accuracy of the model in relation to
the input image.
Establishing which implementation provides the better results is difficult due
to the tests being reported using different datasets, images, morphable models,
and evaluation techniques.18
Datasets
In conjunction to the methodologies surrounding facial reconstruction, the
choice of the dataset with regards to training and evaluation is an important
one. The FaceWarehouse dataset,7 maintained by Chen et al. has 150 different
individuals and with each individual having 20 distinct images showcasing different poses from a frontal angle. Supplementing the images, FaceWarehouse
also provides 74 facial landmarks per image, and a 3D model blend shape for
that person’s specific pose. The Celebrity Face Recognition dataset19 is another
dataset. It is collated by Prateek Mehta and focuses on 1100 celebrities and
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contains 800 thousand images of them. Both these datasets are available and
have been extensively used here.

Design & Implementation
The system was developed using the Python development environment and availing of well-known packages. These include, OpenCV, dlib, and eos, that focus on
image processing, landmark alignment, and 3D model morphing respectively. The
system follows the structures and processes depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: High Level System Processes for 3D Facial Reconstruction.

Landmark Alignment
In facial reconstruction project, landmark alignment is an essential process in
order to transition from an input 2D image to a 3D model. It consists of two
main phases:
The first phase involves the creation of the regression tree structure. Here
the regression tree created is based on images and landmark structure provided
in the FaceWarehouse dataset. As described previously, this process depends
on the identification of the best set of hyper-parameters given in Table 1. This
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is achieved through an automated procedure that iteratively updates the hyperparameter values in order to decrease the total amount of error produced during each testing phase. The hyper-parameters bounds and the optimal values
found and adopted here are as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Lower and Upper Bound and Optimal Hyper-Parameters Values
for Regression Trees.
Hyper-Parameter Name

LowerBound

UpperBound

Optimal

2

8

3

Regularisation

0.01

1

0.0134

Cascade Depth

10

25

25

Feature Pool Size

100

2000

578

Test Split Amount

20

250

249

Oversampling Amount

1

20

19

Oversampling Translation Jitter

0

0.3

0.1381

Tree Depth

In the second phase, the input 2D image is used in conjunction to the optimised regression tree produced and then an alignment of the landmarks on that
same image is undertaken. It is important to note that, the quantity and structure of the landmarks used in this phase is associated to the number and formation of the landmarks that the regression tree used for its training. As a result
of this phase, the landmark structure is extracted and is used in reconstructing
the final 3D model (see Figure 3.a).
Implementation of Facial Reconstruction
The process of reconstructing the 3D face is based on the 3D morphable model
and is chosen because different types of face shape representations can be
used. Also, this method does not require any additional information about the
input image (e.g. illumination, face angles) which other methods are dependent
on. Moreover, given the input required, the efficiency and accuracy are of a
higher level compared to the other approaches as stated in, for example,
Kazemi and Sullivan.8
The Surrey Face Model12 is used to reconstruct the face of the 3D model. Since
the Surrey Face Model focuses primarily on the frontal part of the face, it is
deemed an adequate fit here. This is heavily reliant on setting up mappings between the 3D morphable model’s vertices as once these features of the 3D Morphable Model are known, the landmarks of the face found within the input image
are fitted onto the reference model. The fitting is done through an iterative process where the vertex and landmark pairs are compared based on the picture
frame. Then, the appropriate adjustments of the vertex positions, as well as, the
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surrounding vertices positions are applied relative transformations to ensure that
the general face structure of the model is contained whilst applying the transformations. By completing all iterations of the process, an untextured fitted shape
model is constructed alongside the pose which dictates the angle of the face as
shown in the input image (See Figure 3.a).

Figure 3: (a) Reconstructed 3D model; (b) Extracted Texture; (c) Textured 3D model.

Evaluation Analysis
For the evaluation process, the Fidentis Analyst Software Application20 is used
to analyse the quality of the models generated. This was done using its Batch
Processing feature which allows for all 3D models within the testing set to be
evaluated using Fidentis Analyst’s built in metrics to generate the similarity values of the generated models to one another. More specifically, basing the evaluation on the degree of similarity that is identified between 3D models that are
of the same person from different images, while also being dissimilar from 3D
models of different people.
The evaluation here used the Root Mean Square, 75th Percentile and the
Arithmetic Mean metrics21 with the value closest to zero is considered to be the
closest model. In conjunction to this, Fidentis Analyst provides the ability to
view the regions of the models that see a large amount of variance from the
mean shape (See Figure 4.b). Also, heatmaps are generated to indicate the level
of similarity that is exhibited from one model to the others (See Figure 4.a).
From the evaluation results, confusion matrices are constructed that enable
expression of the level of accuracy and precision that is achieved within that
particular set.
With regards to data used in the evaluation process, a total of four model sets
were used and with each model set containing pairs of images of the same person. Two of model sets are constructed using a subset from the FaceWarehouse
images dataset and with the regression tree 74-landmarks and as well as the 68landmark regression tree widely used in various literature (these have been
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Heat map Example (lighter is better); (b) Vertex variation model
(lighter is of lesser variation).

Table 3: Fidentis20 Settings Values.
Setting Name

Value

Method

Surface (ICP)

ICP Metric

Vertex to Vertex

Use Scale

True

Error Rate

0.05

Max Iterations

15

Average Meshes

8

Comparison

Nearest Neighbour Distance

named FW – 74-RT and FW – 68-RT respectively). The other two model sets are
constructed using a subset from the Celebrity Face Recognition under the same
regression trees previously mentioned (named Celeb – 74-RT and Celeb – 68-RT
respectively). To create a uniform evaluation of the system, the settings for Fidentis, as stated in Table 3, are used during all evaluations.
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Results and Evaluation
In this section the evaluation process of the results acquired through the use of
the developed system are given. To ensure that different conditions are met
within the system, numerous tests have been executed so as to better analyse
the results acquired under such circumstances.
Evaluation of 74-landmark Based Reconstruction
Every model within each training set exhibiting the models generated using the
74-landmark regression tree was compared to the other models within that
same training set for an aggregate of 192 total comparisons. Upon computing
the Root Mean Square, 75th Percentile, and the Arithmetic Mean, the accuracy
and precision was deduced on that specific testing set.
As can be seen in Table 4 and Table 5, both evaluation sets provide similar
results with the ability to identify models of the same person. From these results,
the accuracy and precision values are, 82% and 65% for the FaceWarehouse subset using the 74-landmark regression tree, and 83% and 69% accuracy and precision for the Celebrity subset using the 74-landmark regression tree.
Table 4: Results of FaceWarehouse Subset using 74-landmark Regression Tree.

Actual: False

Actual: True

Expected: False

Expected: True

True Negative
127
= 66%
192
False Positive
17
= 9%
192

False Negative
17
= 9%
192
True Positive
31
= 16%
192

Table 5: Results of Celebrity Subset using 74-landmark Regression Tree.

Actual: False

Actual: True

Expected: False

Expected: True

True Negative
129
= 67%
192
False Positive
15
= 8%
192

False Negative
15
= 8%
192
True Positive
33
= 17%
192

Evaluation of 68-landmark Based Reconstruction
Similar to the first two sets administered, the models constructed using the 68landmark regression tree undergo the same comparison techniques.
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From the information gathered through Table 6 and
Table 7, similar results are identified. The accuracy and precision acquired
for the FaceWarehouse subset using the 68-landmark regression tree were 85%
and 71% respectively. Meanwhile, the accuracy and precision acquired from the
Celebrity subset using the same regression tree were 90% and 79% respectively.
Table 6: Results of FaceWarehouse Subset using 68-landmark Regression Tree.

Actual: False

Actual: True

Expected: False

Expected: True

True Negative
130
= 68%
192
False Positive
14
= 7%
192

False Negative
14
= 7%
192
True Positive
34
= 18%
192

Table 7: Results of Celebrity Subset using 68-landmark Regression Tree.

Actual: False

Actual: True

Expected: False

Expected: True

True Negative
134
= 70%
192
False Positive
10
= 5%
192

False Negative
10
= 5%
192
True Positive
38
= 20%
192

Comparison of Results
Comparing the results acquired from all the model sets, the accuracy and precision of each of the model sets were investigated individually.
Table 8 provides the accuracy and precision values that each model set provided through the confusion matrices. From this information, two observations
are possible. The two most accurate and precise model sets in identifying the
images of the same people are generated using the widely used 68-landmark
regression tree. Also, this tells us that a more determining factor in the accuracy
and precision is the regression tree used rather than the dataset used even
though both generated an acceptable level of results.
Summary of Results
From the evaluation undertaken it can be concluded that the process of facial
reconstruction is dependent on the regression tree used during the landmark
alignment phase.
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Table 8: Accuracy and Precision Results of each model set.
Name of Model Set

Accuracy

Precision

FW – 74-RT

82%

645 %

FW – 68-RT

85%

71%

Celeb – 74-RT

83%

69%

Celeb – 68-RT

90%

79%

Therefore, this implementation has functioned well when constructing a
new regression tree based on the FaceWarehouse dataset with an accuracy of
82% and 83% on the FaceWarehouse data subset and the Celebrity Face Recognition data subset respectively. However, when comparing the results acquired
from using the industry standard 68-landmark regression tree, to system’s implementation of the regression tree, the 68-landmark regression tree produced
an accuracy of 85% and 90% on the same model sets. This underlines the robustness and effectiveness of the 68-landmark regression tree when compared
to the 74-landmark regression tree.
Conclusions & Future Work
The main aim of this study was to implement a system for Facial Reconstruction
with and heavy emphasis on reporting its efficacy.
The resultant prototype provides an approach that manages to extract 3D
facial models from a single 2D portrait image of a person. This was achieved
through the implementation of a regression tree that aligns a predefined set of
landmarks onto the input image and morphs a 3D morphable model into the
desired shape based on those landmarks.
When comparing the results of the models generated under this system, the
68-landmark regression tree outperformed the 74-landmark regression tree by
achieving an accuracy of 85% and 90% as opposed to the 82% and 83% accuracy
for the same test sets. Hence, accuracy is dependent on the regression tree used
during the landmark alignment phase of this system.
Python and the availability of third-party libraries and software applications
made the development process manageable. Lastly, FaceWarehouse offered an
effective dataset to enable a cohesive and relatively complete prototype.
Further enhancements are possible and a few include:
• The generalisation of landmarks despite the occurrence of occlusions that
are visible within a portrait image.
• The ability to execute a wider range of hyper-parameter search to ensure
the shape predictor is taught in the best conditions.
• The inclusion of more dedicated 3D model comparison algorithms to compare and contrast the resultant models produced and how each model relates from one another.
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